
The Ultimate Guide to
Advocacy Marketing for

Real Estate Agents



In this course you will learn:

● What marketing advocacy is

● How to recruit marketing advocates

● The advocates role in marketing

● How to incentivize advocates

● How to develop an marketing advocate program

And Much much more.



With the rise of social media, many real estate agents try to become social media

influencers, or hire social media influencers, to get new clients.  However, think about

this, have you ever seen someone acting out of character as an attempt to grab

attention and be someone of influence on social media? Many real estate agents,

perhaps including you, should stop trying so hard to be influential to a large audience

and begin your marketing closer to home.

Look for Low Hanging Fruit

Many small businesses, including real estate agents, often forget that the most

influential people for their brand are the people that they surround themselves with.

People such as:

● Friends

● Family

● Friends of Friends

● People from places of worship

● Etc.

Whatever your marketing situation may be, you always have the power to create a

network of advocates, and here is why you should.



Advocacy By The Numbers
● More than 70% of a real estate agent's business comes from oral

communication, also known as referrals.  Whether it's recommendations from

family members, friends, colleagues, or daily advocates endorsing in social

media, profitable realtors comprehend the influence of word-of-mouth referrals as

part of their agency's advertising strategy.

● Advocacy marketing is so powerful and effective because it boosts trust and

raises brand awareness from your brands most powerful influencers, friends and

family who recommend your real estate service.

● The average adult on Facebook has a little more than 300 friends, a real estate

agent with ten brand advocates means that that realtor can reach nearly 3,000

people without spending a dime.

In the aforementioned example we only considered Facebook. In reality, we

need to consider that the majority of individuals have hundreds of followers across

many different social media platforms.  Additionally, most people come in contact with

other people who do not have a social media presence at all, which is another reason



why advocacy marketing is important.  If you rely solely on digital marketing for

generating leads, you have to remember that not everybody uses social media. With

that said, advocacy marketing picks up where social media marketing leaves off or fails

to cover.

Having said that, advocacy marketing is important because organic reach is

declining on social media.  It is also worth noting that advocacy marketing is an

opportunity for you to build authentic relationships with your prospects, usually

cost-free, and also sets the stage for personal selling.

What is Advocacy Marketing?

According to Hubspot, advocacy marketing is defined as "The process of inciting

and equipping customers to generate buzz around your brand through social mentions,

reviews, and word-of-mouth marketing."

In other words, Advocacy marketing means to have a team of people who

speak highly of your real estate service, spread the word how good of a real

estate agent you are, carry promotional materials such as business cards and

flyers,  and actively search out for prospects just as you would through  their



day-to-day interactions.  Your brand Advocates should have an elevator pitch that

quickly conveys that you have a real estate service offering that is so good that

your advocate couldn't help themselves from sharing. The greatest aspect of

advocacy marketing is that it is considered the most powerful form of marketing,

even Forbes Magazine has noted in an article that 60% of marketers say that

referral programs generate a high volume of leads.

There are many benefits of this type of marketing, including:

Greater Reach

When it comes to personal selling and marketing, there is only one of you, which

is where advocacy marketing comes into play.  Other people collectively have more

contacts than most real estate agents have on their own.  Additionally, people tend to

buy from whom they trust.  Furthermore, studies have shown that a person is sixteen

times more likely to read marketing materials from their friends on social media.  In

other words, it would cost you sixteen times your marketing budget to generate leads

from paid marketing as opposed to friends sharing your marketing materials for you.

Increase Credibility and Engagement

Statistically speaking, Facebook posts that are shared by advocates get shared

twenty-four more times than if the publisher shares a post themselves.



How does it work?

Because advocacy marketing isn't perceived as a sales pitch, or a form of

marketing, because the tone is conversational.  On that note,  to appear more credible,

your advocates need to develop an emotional relationship with the prospect to make

this technique Work at its full potential, after all, emphasizing emotions are key in

closing deals.

Increase Leads

Leads from advocates are seven times more likely to close than other forms.

Studies have suggested that  real estate agents with good engagement can double their

revenue using advocacy marketing.  When your advocates share their love for your real

estate service, It ill create a one-of-a-kind form of excitement to use your real estate

service.

Successful real estate agents focus on lead generation strategies, such as

advocacy marketing, because without them it's impossible to maintain a business.   Do

you know how important customer satisfaction is in business?  Customer satisfaction

increases your reputation, increases credibility, and increases referrals.  With that said,

one can see how an effective advocacy marketing team can increase your volume of

leads.

Build a Skilled Workforce

You can only do so much as a one person team.



In general, businesses that employ advocacy marketing programs attract top

talent to help grow a venture.  Besides, an advocacy marketing team acts as a separate

sales force increasing leads.

Another added benefit to having an advocating workforce, both online and

off-line, is it makes it easier to have any questions that your prospects might have.

Understanding Advocacy Marketing

After mentioning all the benefits that you can reap as a result of advocacy

marketing, it is important to know that advocacy marketing is not a take, take, take

relationship where you give nothing back in return.

Advocacy marketing involves turning your friends, family, friends of friends,

acquaintances, other people who work in the housing industry such as contractors, and

anyone else you can think of to be supporters of your real estate brand.

Once the recruited members realize the benefits of advocating for your brand,

they will be much more enthusiastic and inclined about participating in your advocacy

program.  Get people enthusiastic about being an advocate by letting them know how:

● To help build your brand

● They are helping you get started in your new career

● They are helping you establish a reputation

● Being the person who keeps you from becoming a failure

● Etc.



It's essential to know that it's illegal to pay people to give you
leads in many states

● Think of a creative non-monetary means of compensating your advocates

● Think about marketing advocates like your brand influencers who are willingly

supporting your brand by spreading the excellent service of your real estate

service

Cheer them on to feed their ego by telling them how much you treasure their

feedback.  Here are some ideas to help you accomplish this.

Ideas To Incentivize Advocates

Career Growth

Since your advocates are helping you establish a career that you want to grow,

it's wise to present a business and marketing plan. A business plan would show your

advocates exactly where you need help and give them a roadmap so that they know

what to do to grow your business.   Present your business plan to your brand advocates

and explain your blueprint and show them how you will scale your business to succeed

in a specific period of time and assign them some responsibilities and tasks so that



they feel like they can be part of your success.  In this way, your brand advocate will not

know what to do specifically to help you grow your business so you need to have a plan

and motivate them to help reach your goals.  Additionally, explain precisely how their

advocacy will help shape the future of your career.

Another example of career growth is to contact someone who wants to become a

real estate agent, or get someone interested in getting licensed, to help advocate your

brand. When they become licensed, you can continue your partnership and have a

growing company.

Again, you should present potential partners with a business plan to show exactly

how you will scale and business rules in growing your business for the next three years.

Engage With Advocates On Social Media Channels

One of the best ways to maintain  marketing advocates commitment is through

social media.  Every time an advocate takes the time to make a comment, reply, or

share posts is an opportunity to develop stronger relationships.  Also, if a prospect

comments on one of your advocates social media platforms take the time to engage

with them there as well.  Make sure to always appreciate everybody in your ecosystem,

including marketing advocates, by thanking them.

Please note that it is vital to address every negative feedback to show others that your
brand is genuinely interested in providing fabulous customer service.



On another note, never forget the power of social media and leverage it to its full extent.

Ask For Feedback

It is recommended to listen to your marketing advocates experiences to find

better ways to support them.  It's crucial to request their feedback so that you can

continue to grow your real estate service with the help of marking advocates.

It's possible to use multiple channels to gather this feedback, such as:

● Asking for feedback directly
● Social listening
● Picking up on social cues
● That’s what you can do to help your marketing advocates reaching their

goals

Recognition

Perhaps you can give recognition to your advocates at a holiday party, or if you

are involved in the community, in any way you have a short recognition speech. When

you recognize advocates, you make them feel part of your real estate agency.  A little

recognition goes a long way. Even just letting your advocates know how much you

appreciate them and you could not reach your goals without them and ask what you can

do in return.



Get Involved in other Real Estate Related Industries

Real estate-related industries such as construction or landscaping can be good

advocates for your agency.  For instance, if you come across a house that needs to be

renovated, you can refer business to them, and they can reciprocate by telling their

customers about your services.

As you can see, this is a win-win situation.

What Should Marketing Advocates Post On Social Media?

Statistically speaking:

● 20% of marketing advocates post daily workplace life, such as office pictures,

pictures with clients, and day-to-day operations.

● 19% of marketing advocates post company accomplishments

● 17% of advocates community involvement

● 15% of advocacy marketing posts consist of property information

● 9% advocacy marketing post our product promos, discounts, deals, or special

operations such as a reduced commission, for example

● The remaining 20% of advocacy marketing posts don't apply to you as a real

estate agent.

● Keep in mind that every post you and your advocates publish matters, making

sure to share valuable content.



● It's wise to publish videos of home tours, real estate tips, and giveaways to

engage more with your target audience.

Avoid making the mistake of not sharing with your advocate your real professional goals

and continue to publish easy objectives to meet in order to meet the goal.

Developing A Marketing Advocacy Program

You are encouraged to use the guideline below to help you develop an advocacy

plan.

Create an Advocacy Team

You must first create an advocacy team of leaders to promote your brand. The

responsibilities of your advocacy team should include:

● Sharing social media content

● Recruiting other advocates

● Communicating your real estate service

● Promoting your brand

Besides, an influential advocacy team should give you constructive criticism and ideas to

improve your branding and business.



Set Goals

Make a list of S.M.A.R.T. goals: specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely.

For instance, some goals could be to increase market share by .1% over the next year, boost

social media engagement, reduce cost advertising, increase website traffic, etc.   Experts

recommend choosing a primary objective and, if you wish, a maximum of two secondary goals.

Keep in mind that trying to accomplish too many goals increases the elaboration of the

advocacy program.

Educate and Train your Marketing Advocates

If you want to develop an effective advocacy program, it's crucial to educate and

train your marketing supporters. Create video demos or tutorials explaining what you

offer. The best advocates are those who have experienced your real estate agency

services and are loyal to the brand.

It is also recommended to communicate consistently with your advocates through

email to communicate valuable information with them. The more your  marketing

advocates know about you, your brand,  and have accessible marketing materials the

easiest it is for them to promote it.



Get Advocates Commitment

After your goals are set, advocates are trained, and everybody is motivated, find

out the tools, what is wanted or needed by your advocacy team to make progress in

your business.

When you provide your advocacy team with the tools they need to succeed, you

cultivate a healthy and positive company environment. Advocates must know that their

voices are heard, and their issues are solved.

Measure Your Advocacy Team Effectiveness

The part of your S.M.A.R.T. goal setting, the M, stands for measurable.

Measure effectiveness of what's and not working and the metrics of effort versus return on each
advocate. You don't want to waste time or effort that other people have expended. Measure
everything so that you can manage efficiency to work at its most optimal levels.

There is no one size fits for success. With that said, you have to communicate

with your advocate and figure out what is working, not working, and how you can be a

better leader so that they enjoy helping you.

Plan

Plan every action into the foreseeable future. You don't want to create an

advocacy program by just figuring it out as you go and doing your best.  Have your

social media content plan. Make sure to detail every instruction written out in the

training program so that everyone knows what to do. Make sure that you have your



business plan completed as well as your marketing plan, which should be part of your

business plan as well.

● I have an immediate advertising plan as well as an immediate marketing

plan to implement as soon as you’re ready to launch your business.

● Nothing is worse than creating expectations and not giving people instructions to

fulfill their goals. Ensure to have the resources, tools, and organize exact

specifics that everybody has what they need to meet expectations.

Developing an advocacy marketing plan is crucial if you want to succeed and increase
your commissions, boosting your real estate agent salary. This type of strategy is

powerful and profitable as long as you do it right, so waste no time following the above
guideline.


